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Introduction

Aaaah, the Wii. Everyone misses it. Everyone longs for those fabulous games again. Well, if you are reading this and you have actually done the most reasonable thing possible and KEPT the Wii, then read on! Now this is to tell you the locations of the secrets in Family Ski and Snowboard. (Aka alias We Ski) Basically IT'S A CHEAT!
Chapter 1

HIDDEN COURSES.

Right, to find the hidden courses. Number one. From the bottom of the mountain, take lift one up to Raccoon road. From the top of Raccoon road, go right and get on the blue lift. This will take you to octopus line. Now from octopus line go down until you see snow panther. Stop. Now there is a small path to the left of Snow Panther. There is signs saying "avalanche zone" ect in front. Don't let that put you off, girls and guys. There's never been any avalanches for me. And I hope there won't be for you either.
Chapter 2

Secret course- Two.

Ski (or snowboard) down winding viper until you come to a big forest of trees on your right. There is a danger sign in front of this too. Don't be fooled- This is a path and the longest secret path in the resort. So if you see a keep-out sign, it kinda normally means there is a path behind! Again this is an avalanche zone but it was all quiet for me.
Chapter 3

Okay, now for the third and final secret path in the resort. Ski down winding viper. Go past the forest hiding the first path and go down. Near the bottom of the course on the right is a tiny path. If you have good eyes you'll spot it.
Chapter 4

Now for the mountain secret path. Ski down Giant's back. Past the natural rails and boxes and half-pipes there is a huge cave. You may have to jump across several chasms to get to it though. I died several times in the attempt. Now normally go down these caves you die- but with this one its different. This is A HUGE COURSE and it is called the Yeti. There are two trails- the left one is an icy one which is totally safe. The right one holds lava and crevasses and it totally spooky. Be warned.
Chapter 5

Now for the hiding siblings. With a bit of luck, you will find every single one. EXCEPT ROSEMARY! Rosemary is the hardest one of the ten and you need urgent help. Go to the snow panther secret path. She is hiding in a steep corner hidden by a clump of trees somewhere on the left. If anyone wants me to be detailed I can't, because everywhere looks the same. But if you keep looking over and over and comb every tree you'll find her.
Chapter 6

Now if you cannot do the perfect stops then here is a handy hint- stop before you get to the green area! If you apply the breaks before you hit the green area then you will stop perfectly! When you don't listen I will wag my finger and say: "I TOLD YOU SO!"
Now for a hidden spot. Go to hedgehog woods on the resort. Keep to the right side (the far right). Stick to it like glue. Then you will find a hidden statue.
Another hidden spot. Take helicopter to gnome woods and then from there go left. Stick to the left and you will find a tiny icy cave. Go through it. You will get a thumbs-up.
Chapter 9

For the hidden strange girls- head down the mountain from any course. The first girl is in front of the cave- behind the lady that asks you to do deliveries.
Chapter 10

For the second strange girl- head to kangaroo park on lift THREE, not TWO or else you wont find her. There should be a yellow tower to your left. Sidestep or hop UP it. The weird cheerleader girl is at the top.
Chapter 11

Later I plan to do a post with the locations of all the hidden siblings on it. Stay tuned!
Chapter 12

For another eccentric skier, ski down hedgehog woods. near the bottom of the course there is a house. Keep your eyes open because there is an eccentric skier hidden somewhere round there.
Thanks for looking at this and I hope this helps.
Stay tuned for another blog post from EZZIE.
BYEEE!